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+ Δ 

ELEOT Walkthroughs very upbeat 

Testing training always makes me nervous! (I 

understand, but that is why we do it. We want to 

make sure that we all have a clear idea of what 

is expected of us.) 

Liked to “jigsaw” the inclusion procedures 

Accommodations are becoming very limited. (I 

completely agree; however, this is something 

that we have no control over. What we can do is 

make sure that we provide accommodations the 

correct way so that are students have their 

needs met) 

Splitting the inclusion manual was a better way 

to review 

Administration code wasn’t any new beneficial 

info. (This training is required by law for us to 

do before any testing is provided. Even though 

it is often very similar every year, there are 

often changes, even though subtle, that need to 

be discussed.) 

Good info for teaching vocabulary Code Training “” 

Love Quizlet! 

I was not the winner of the prize! :( (You do not 

know that yet. Since a student moved our chair 

on us someone will be the winner Monday) 

Like splitting up the reading for admin code 

training and sharing out 

None (Fantastic! Our goal is to make sure that 

when we have our school wide PLC that we 

maximize every minute to the benefit of you the 

teachers so that you have resources to take 

back to your classrooms) 

Group activity Nothing :) “” 

Loved the presentations on the vocab activities! 

(sounded like an awesome conference) 
None“” 

Good use of time ? “” 

Enjoyed the vocabulary activity N/A “” 

Thank you! Angie, Joann, and Tammy: Great! Nothing :)“” 

Enjoyed Angie & Joann’s vocab. Strategies and 

share out. 
None “” 

Dividing inclusion manual to read None :) “” 

Divide and conquer admin. test section   

Organized and to the point! Angie and JoAnn 

shared great info! :) 
  

Quizlet looked great as a way to practice 

vocabulary 
  

Vocab. Strategies from JoAnn and Angie. :)   

Quizlet.com looks like a good resource   



Vocab lesson was beneficial   

Loved the jig sawing of the inclusion manual! :)   

Great way to get the admin code training!   

 


